
Safety in use
To improve the
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preventive

Effective use of
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Waste reduction
Recycling promotion
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environment
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medical
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Industrial
Machinery

Drum Scrubber

Cleaning and grinding
equipment for large chunks to

fine-grained products

segment

Briquetting Machines

Dry granulation equipment for
powder

Tokénite Downsprue Bush (
Casts down sprue bush with

erosion resistance )
Inlet parts for casting molds

for automobile engines

Hydraulic breakers

Crushing and rock drilling
equipment

Hydraulic crushers

Concrete subdivision, crushing
equipment

Tunnel drill jumbos

Drilling machine for tunnel
construction

Concept of the considering topics for human and environment

List of Our products Giving consideration to Humans and the Environment

Product photo
Product name

Function and usage

Hydraulic crawler drills

Drilling machine in mines

Pipe conveyors

Transfer equipment with less
excavation scattering and

falling

Large-scale Transport
Conveyors

Transport equipment for mass
transportation of large lump

Slurry Pumps

Slurry transportation

Slurry Pumps for Mud
Shielding

Long‐distance transportation
of high concentration fluid

Sewage Pumps

Sludge transport

Electrostatic precipitators

Removal of air pollutants

Electrostatic precipitators for
tunnel construction

Removal of air pollutants
during tunnel construction

Enclosed suspended
conveyors

Excavated vertical transport
equipment

Crushers

Crushing equipment for rocks,
alloyed iron, etc.

Screen

Sorting equipment for minerals

Grinders

Crushed stone / crushing /
crushing equipment

Rock Drill
Machinery
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Aluminum sulfate solution

Flocculant for making drinking
water

Ferrous sulfate

Supplement ingredients, food
additives

segment

Electronics

High purity materials for
semiconductor

Electronic device, light
emitting device

Optical products

Optical parts for laser cutting
machine

Aluminum nitride ceramics

Parts for semiconductor
manufacturing equipment

Line filter cores and coils

Automotive electronic control
components

Cuprous oxide

Antifouling agent for ship
bottom paint

Polyferric sulfate solution

Flocculant for treating sewage
and night soil

Chemicals

Product photo
Product name

Function and usage

Concept of the considering topics for human and environment

UNIC
Machinery

Truck-mounted UNIC Cranes

Lifting equipment

UNIC Carriers

Transportation equipment for
various vehicles such as

passenger cars

UNIC PAL

Handling equipment for wood,
industrial waste, etc.

Mini-crawler cranes

Lifting equipment

Ocean Cranes

Marine lifting equipment
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